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    DefinitionsDefinitions

Genomics: 

=> Analysis of the genome from a single organism, phenotype 
prediction

- Presence/absence of genes
- Chromosomal gene order (synteny)
- Comparison of presence/absence of orthologous genes
- Presence of indels or SNPs in conserved genes
- Repetitive motifs
- …

I.g. for procaryotes => optimization or design of culture 
media, resistance to antibiotics, detection of virulence

MetaGenomics:

=> Study of the genetic material recovered from an 
environmental sample. The sample usually contains >1 
species !

Metagenome: the collective genome of all the 
microorganisms in a given environment. 



  

  Goals and applicationsGoals and applications

Goals:  Who is there ? What are they doing ? 
How are they doing ?
Characterization of the diversity

Growth

Vaccine
Secondary Metabolite
Resistance

Protein

Many applications : 
fondamental research, 
industrical, clincal 
applications



  

  Where ?Where ?

Colonization of the intestine:

- Initial acquisition during delivery by 
vagina, stool and skin

- Breastfeeding

- Breast milk: Bifidobacterium (more than 
90% of the flora)

- Industrial milk: more Bacteroides and 
Clostridium

- Stool begins to become hard = adult 
flora

Almost everywhere ! 

=> Microbiome (gut, skin,..), ocean (TARA project) , soils and deep ground, space ! And more

- More cell in guts than in the rest of the body ! (>1014 )

- Be considered as a real organ



  

  Where ?Where ?

Tara Oceans

117 millions of oceanic 
genes founded !

Almost everywhere ! 

=> Microbiome (gut, skin,..), ocean (TARA project) , soils and deep ground, space ! And more



  

    Where ?Where ?

Sampling an oil field

Almost everywhere ! 

=> Microbiome (gut, skin,..), ocean (TARA project) , soils and deep ground, space ! And more



  

    Where ?Where ?

Survival of B.subtilis spores :
Unprotected : several seconds
Protected : more than 6 years

Others microorganisms  :
Phage T1, Synechococcus
Haloarcula, Deinococcus

Recently : surprising survival of lichen 

Almost everywhere ! 

=> Microbiome (gut, skin,..), ocean (TARA project) , soils and deep ground, space ! And more



  

    Where ?Where ?

Many other metagenomics hot spots

Almost everywhere ! 

=> Microbiome (gut, skin,..), ocean (TARA project) , soils and deep ground, space ! And more



  

  MethodsMethods

* Microarrays

Requires knowledge of the community in advance

- PhyloChip (taxonomic)
- Geochip (metabolic)

* (Meta) Barcoding sequencing

Amplicon based analysis through High throughput sequencing of a given gene (or part of) 
after amplification

- SSU rRNA (=16S/18S)
- protein coding genes: rpoB, nifH, IRS, cytC, RecA,…
- ITS (internal transcribed spacer)

* (WGS / Total / Shotgun) MetaGenomics
sequencing

Sequencing of the whole DNA in a sample. 
Complete community analysis, 
characterization of the pangenome

* MetaTranscriptomics

Idem TotalMetagenomics, but from RNA



  

    (Meta) Barcoding sequencing(Meta) Barcoding sequencing

* Usually based on rRNA 16S for bacteria (~1540nt), rRNA 18S for eucaryotes
=> current taxonomic classification for prokaryotes & eukaryotes. Species definition !

* Most commonly used molecular marker
–  essential function
–  Ubiquity
–  evolutionary properties

*  OTU (operational taxonomic units)
definition based on 16S rRNA gene

=>  organisms displaying 97 to 98% identity
in this gene to be part of the same OTU

*  Rapid and cost-effective approaches for
assessing diversity and abundance.

*  Highly conserved gene, 9 hypervariable 
domains interspersed with conserved 
fragments



  

    (Meta) Barcoding sequencing(Meta) Barcoding sequencing

16s rRNA structure. Design primers for PCR (polymerase chain reaction) for 
specific regions of the rRNA, not the whole molecule (ie. V4 and V6 region for 16S)

*  Phylogenetic analysis of 16S rRNA helps to reveal 
the species diversity in a community

* PCR amplification with primers that hybridize to highly 
conserved regions in bacterial or archaeal 16S rRNA, 
followed by cloning and sequencing



  

    (Meta) Barcoding sequencing(Meta) Barcoding sequencing

Limits of rRNA use

- Sampling challenges : rich species Vs sparse species. Rare species could not be sequenced

- Do not tell much about the functional abilities of a community

- Based on the assumption that the level of interspecies rRNA variation is homogeneous 
among genera

- PCR bias: not all rRNA genes amplify equally well with the same “universal” primers

- Multiple copies of rRNA genes in some species (which may artificially lead to the over-
representation of some species)

- Speed of evolution of rRNA genes may vary according to the phylum
 

- Homology cutoff not applicable to all genera => may underestimate, or overestimate the 
diversity

- The discriminatory power may be insufficient at the species level, especially for closely 
related species

ig.
- Pantoea agglomerans strains may exhibit up to 27 bp differences, which does not validate the 98.7% cutoff)
-Clostridium tetani and C. innocuum exhibit 104 bp differences, which does not validate the 95% threshold => 
classification in distinct genera? 



  

    (Meta) Barcoding sequencing(Meta) Barcoding sequencing

Limits of rRNA use

- Possibility of 16S rRNA genes acquired by HGT (Jain et al. Horizontal gene transfer among genomes: the 
complexity hypothesis. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 1999;96:3801-6)

- Missing sequences or variable quality of available sequences, including from validly published 
species 

For procaryotes : NGS could be complementary to culturomics. 90-95% 
microorganisms remain uncultivable in laboratory.

For eucaryotes : cultures is not even possible (plankton, fungi..), direct observation 
(microscope) is exhausting => NGS is widely uses (rRNA 18S, or other genes)



  

    (Meta) Barcoding sequencing(Meta) Barcoding sequencing

number of reads

Rarefaction allows the calculation of species richness for a given number of individual 
samples, based on the construction of so-called rarefaction curves. This curve is a plot of the 
number of species as a function of the number of samples.



  

    (Total) MetaGenomics sequencing(Total) MetaGenomics sequencing

1.2 million unknown genes
(Venter et al., 2004)

=> Environmental sample : all DNA sequencing, no specific amplification

Who is here ? => Biodiversity caracterization
Who does what ?  => Physiological caracterization

Tara Oceans : 117 millions of oceanic genes
(Bork and al., 2015)



  

    (Total) MetaGenomics sequencing(Total) MetaGenomics sequencing

Principe of metagenomics

Sample collection

Whole DNA extraction

Whole DNA amplification

Whole DNA sequencing

Data analysis - Bioinformatics
(alignement, comparaison of sequences, 

gene prediction, metabolic pathway reconstruction)

=> Information about : Biodiversity, but also physiology, metabolic pathways…



  

    (Total) MetaGenomics sequencing(Total) MetaGenomics sequencing



  

    (Total) MetaGenomics sequencing(Total) MetaGenomics sequencing

Analysis and expected results

• After analysis 

Discovery of :
 
- new species ?
- new phyla ?

• Direct results : DNA sequences and contigs

- Phylogenetic trees : 

Known species and

Unknown microorganisms 
=> Who are they closest to ? 

(1) Biodiversity



  

    (Total) MetaGenomics sequencing(Total) MetaGenomics sequencing

  Genomes                               Genes                                   Pathways
                                          functional groups             metabolism, physiology

(2) Physiology and genomic

Informations as :

- G+C contents
- Genome sizes
- DNA repair mechanisms
- Pathways of excretion, polysaccharides secretion

       - …



  

    (Total) MetaGenomics sequencing(Total) MetaGenomics sequencing

Sequence Classification 

More difficult than for barecoding sequencing => creating bins
Sequence classification (binning) is the process of separating sequence data using specific 
information. Sequence classification by: 

(1) Sequences composition

* Tetranucleotide frequency (kmer counting)
* Clustering of reads. (e.g. swarm, cd-hit)
* Sequence (co-) assembly (MetaHit, Metavelvet)
* Differential coverage of contigs (GroopM, Concoct)

Advantage : read with unknown origin can be classified into a bin
Disadvantage: impossible to determine taxonomy or function of the reads

Input data: 1159
(genomesImelfort et al., PeerJ, 2014)

a) PCA - Tetranucleotide binning
b) GroopM coverage binning



  

    (Total) MetaGenomics sequencing(Total) MetaGenomics sequencing

(2) Sequences similarity

* Compare sequences to reference database (e.g. Blast, bwa, bowtie)
* Use phylogenetics to classify sequences.

Advantage: One can determine taxonomy and function of reads.
Disadvantage: reads with no similarity to databases sequences, can not be classified

Usual example : Using the best blast hit

http://nickloman.github.io/



  

    (Total) MetaGenomics sequencing - tools(Total) MetaGenomics sequencing - tools

Nucleotide composition: 

CompostBin , PCA-analysis of k-mer, frequencies, Self-Organizing Maps (different variants), 
MetaCluster, PhyloPythia, Naïve Bayes classifier (NBC), etc

Sequence similarity:

MEGAN, SorT-Items, Threephyler, COMET,Metaphlan, PhyloSift, Kraken, etc

Both:

Phymm / PhymmBL, Phylophytia, RAIphy, Metaxa2*(rRNA), PhyloOTU (rRNA), 
MLTreeMap, RITA, STAMP, WGSQuikr.

Differential Coverage:

GroopM, Concoct, Blobology

Tools for sequences classification



  

    (Total) MetaGenomics sequencing - tools(Total) MetaGenomics sequencing - tools

MetaPhlAn: Metagenomic Phylogenetic Analysis
* Uses a database of taxon specific marker genes
* Works well with known ecosystems: e.g. gut communities

Phylosift:
* Uses a database of 37 universal proteins & rRNA genes.
* Designed to classify using phylogenies

Both databases are smaller than NCBI NR, depending on your ecosystem, one will work better

https://bitbucket.org/nsegata/metaphlan/ http://sourceforge.net/p/krona



  

    (Total) MetaGenomics sequencing - tools(Total) MetaGenomics sequencing - tools

MEGAN

• Developed for characterization of metagenomic shotgun reads
• LCA assignment based on BLAST hit scores
• Support for paired-end reads and comparison of datasets.
• Latest version can analyze RDP files / QIIME OTU files
• Analysis of metabolism via SEED, KEGG or COG maps
• Comparison of multiple metagenomes (> 2)

https://github.com/husonlab/megan-ce
http://megan.informatik.uni-tuebingen.de/

(Huson et al., Genome Research, 2007)

Why to use MEGAN ?

Easy to work with on a desktop / laptop computer:
Extra things needed: Java, a BLAST server

MEGAN gives a visualization of BLAST results
• Study diversity
• Compare samples
• Contamination filtering
• Special gene of interest
• Extraction of sequences based on taxonomic / metabolic information.



  

    (Total) MetaGenomics sequencing - tools(Total) MetaGenomics sequencing - tools

The basics of MEGAN

MEGAN uses BLAST, a database and a taxonomy file

- BLAST N : nucleotides against a nucleotide database.
- BLAST X : Translated nucleotide against a protein database.

• Which database?

one of the many available database like the NCBI-nonredundant database (nr), or a your own 
custom database.

• Taxonomy: NCBI taxonomy, or your own custom taxonomy

• LCA clustering
BLAST output file is used to bin sequences using the LCA (“Lowest Common Ancestor” **) 
assignment algorithm into specific taxons

“ In this approach, every read is assigned to some taxon. If the read aligns very specifically 
only to a single taxon, then it is assigned to that taxon. The less specifically a read hits
taxa, the higher up in the taxonomy it is placed. Reads that hit ubiquitously may even be 
assigned to the root node of the NCBI taxonomy” (MEGAN manual)



  

    (Total) MetaGenomics sequencing - tools(Total) MetaGenomics sequencing - tools

MEGAN classifications

Major taxa are separated by
different GC content

Adaptation to environment

(Kotlar et al., 2011)



  

    (Total) MetaGenomics sequencing - tools(Total) MetaGenomics sequencing - tools

multiple samples

Comparison between reads assigned
to Phosphorus metabolism
and Nitrogen metabolism



  

    (Total) MetaGenomics sequencing - tools(Total) MetaGenomics sequencing - tools

Other tools

• MG-RAST* (http://metagenomics.anl.gov/) (1,2)

• IMG/M (http://img.jgi.doe.gov/) (1)

• WebMGA (http://weizhong-lab.ucsd.edu/metagenomic-analysis/) (1)

• METAgen assist* (http://www.metagenassist.ca/METAGENassist/faces/Home.jsp) (1,2)

• Real-Time metagenomics (https://edwards.sdsu.edu/RTMg/) (1)

• Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) (rdp.cme.msu.edu) (2)

• Qiime (Quantitative Insights Into Microbial Ecology) (www.qiime.org) (1)

• Mega (and not “Megane”), more focus on phylogeny (https://www.megasoftware.net/) (2)

• Mothur (https://www.mothur.org/) (1,2) 

(1) MetaG
(2) Barcoding / amplicon sequences



  

    (Total) MetaGenomics sequencing - tools(Total) MetaGenomics sequencing - tools

http://metagenomics.anl.gov/

2012 November 2019

MG -RAST (online tool)
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MG -RAST



  

    (Meta) Barcoding sequencing - tools(Meta) Barcoding sequencing - tools

Ribosomal Database Project (RDP)

https://rdp.cme.msu.edu/

https://rdp.cme.msu.edu/help/tutorial.jsp

http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/tutorials/init_process/RDPtutorial_INITIAL-PROCESS.html

https://rdp.cme.msu.edu/tutorials/classifier/classifer_cover_page.html


